FORWARD GAL STAKES (G3) 7 FURLONGS

RACE #9 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#7 – Bye Bye J has won her two dirt races without much of a challenge. She ran the highest last race speed
figure, which was at Gulfstream Park where she is two for two.
#4 – Feedback would get the nod as the top-choice, but she hasn’t run since August 12th. She won her lone race
at Saratoga by 8 lengths, making it look EZ. Trainer Chad Brown wins at 28% with horses returning from breaks
of 90-days or more.
#3 – Fashion Faux Pas won her last two races by a combined 9 ¾ lengths, dominating both. She has a win on a
fast and off track, so she can handle the surface if it rains.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#2 – Horologist is making her third start after a two-month layoff. Trainer John F. Mazza wins third starts at 28%. She
has a second and a third in two GP races.
#8 – Hollywood Glory has finished in-the-money in three of her four races, including her last three. Minus a tough
debut, she won her other trip on a fast track and has two seconds on a sloppy/muddy surface.
#5 – Brunette Princess has a win and a third in her two Gulfstream dirt races. She could improve getting blinkers for
the first time, but trainer Gustavo Delgado only wins at 4% with first time blinkers.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
EARLY SPEED:
Fashion Faux Pas, Feedback, Brunette
Princess, Bye Bye J

STALKERS:

Early Race Outlook: FEEDBACK might have a slight edge over FASHION
FAUX PAS and BRUNETTE PRINCESS. Each of the three runs around 22
seconds in the first quarter-mile and have a history of 1s in their pastperformance tables. BYE BYE J typically races in the shadows of the early
leaders.

Hollywood Glory, Frond

Distance/Surface Bias: For the current meet, 69% of the 45 winners at
the distance/surface were labeled early speed with eight winning wire-towire.

CLOSERS:

Post Position Stats: The inside three posts have won 30% with the rail
checking in at 16%.

Champagne Anyone, Horologist, Jeltrin

THE PLAY
BYE BYE J is a horse for the course with two wins in two Gulfstream races. FEEDBACK blasted the competition
in her debut in August but hasn’t raced since. Her recent workouts are OK. She may need a tune up race.
FASHION FAUX PAS has won two in a row. A recent bullet workout suggests she remains sharp. HOROLOGIST
should be the one passing tired horses late and challenging for an in-the-money finish at the wire.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER

M/L ODDS

WIN
PLACE
SHOW
WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

5-1
6/5
4-1
12-1
10-1
20-1

HORSE #

7
4
3
2
8
5

HORSE NAME

Bye Bye J
Feedback
Fashion Faux Pas
Horologist
Hollywood Glory
Brunette Princess

EXACTA:
4,7/3,4,7
TRIFECTA:
4,7/3,4,7/2,3,4,5,
7,8

SWALE STAKES (G3) 7 FURLONGS

RACE #10 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#5 – Call Paul won his last as the $0.20 favorite. He’s finished in-the-money in his five races with three wins
and two thirds. Trainer Jason Servis spots his horses well, winning at 33% with shippers.
#9 – Zenden won both of his two races, both at Gulfstream Park. He won each by pulling away in the stretch.
Trainer Victor Barboza follows a W with a W at 22%.
#8 - Seismic Jolt is two-for-two at Gulfstream and is oh-for-two elsewhere. He won his last, posting the
highest last race speed figure.
#4 – High Crime switched from Turfway Park’s all-weather-surface to Gulfstream’s dirt and smoked the field
in a wire-to-wire, 7 ¾ length win.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#3 – Topper T ran above his head in the last two races, G2 and G3, at Churchill Downs. The minor
step down in class and shortening to 7-Furlongs from 1 1/16th miles should be helpful.
#6 – Take Command came off the sidelines to run his best speed figure, scoring the W. History and
a strong recent workout suggest he’ll be better in round two off the bench.
#2 – Jackson finished 2 lengths behind ZENDEN in his last race. He held the lead heading into the
stretch but faded late, which has been a problem for him when pressured early.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
EARLY SPEED:
Frosted Grace, Jackson, High Crime, Seismic Jolt,
Country Singer

STALKERS:

Early Race Outlook: SEISMIC JOLT appears to have the quickest
first step in a group of five that like the lead. JACKSON, HIGH CRIME
and COUNTRY SINGER are likely to battle it out for second through
fourth. FROSTED GRACE likes the lead too, but his previous fractions
are a touch slower than the first four.

Topper T, Call Paul, Take Command, Zenden,
Hard Belle

Distance/Surface Bias: For the current meet, 69% of the 45
winners at the distance/surface were labeled early speed with eight
winning wire-to-wire.

CLOSERS:

Post Position Stats: The inside three posts have won 30% with the
rail checking in at 16%.

Chinomado

THE PLAY
CALL PAUL’s trainer/jockey combo of Jason Servis and Irad Ortiz, Jr have won nine of their last 20 races
together. ZENDEN is a horse for the course with two easy Gulfstream wins in two lifetime races. SEISMIC
JOLT has gotten stronger from race to race. It’s not necessary, but any improvement would make him tough
to beat. HIGH CRIME improved his final 6-furlong time by more than a second after switching from an allweather-surface to Gulfstream’s dirt.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER

M/L ODDS

WIN
PLACE
SHOW
WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

3-1
8-1
8-1
4-1
15-1
20-1

HORSE #

5
9
8
4
3
6

HORSE NAME

Call Paul
Zenden
Seismic Jolt
High Crime
Topper T
Take Command

EXACTA:
5,8,9/4,5,8,9
TRIFECTA:
5,8,9/5,8,9/3,4,5,8,9

FASIG-TIPTON HOLY BULL STAKES (G2) 1 1/16TH MILES

RACE #11 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#8 – Maximus Mischief looks like the real deal, winning his last two races with the two highest speed ratings
for this group. He’s raced three times with three uncontested wins.
#6 – Mihos is making his third start off the bench. He won his last posting a career best triple-digit speed
figure. That’s despite being brushed and going 5-wide in his first route.
#1 – Garter and Tie is making his third start off a layoff too and gets the rail, which is winning at 26%.
Although his speed figure dropped in his last, he shaved about a half a second off his final time, which means
he ran a better race but it’s hidden in the numbers.
#2 – Federal Case won his second race after moving into trainer Todd Pletcher’s camp following his debut,
which was a so-so effort in an uninspiring win. Pletcher wins at 25% following a W.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOT
#3 – Epic Dreamer finished fourth as the favorite in his last race on December 16th. Trainer Kelly Breen wins at 29% the
next time around the track.
#5 – Harvey Wallbanger broke his maiden in his last race and his fourth shot at getting his first score. The other three
were seconds. He should be making up ground late.
#10 – Going for Gold hasn’t broken his maiden yet but is a nose and a neck way from being undefeated in two races. He
gets blinkers today and trainer Robert Hess, Jr wins at 18% with first time blinkers.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
EARLY SPEED:
Federal Case, Come On Gerry, Maximus Mischief,
Gladiator King, Going for Gold

STALKERS:
Epic Dreamer, Mihos

Early Race Outlook: With half of the field looking to get up front, the
early pace could be hot and open the door for the winner to come from
off the pace. MAXIMUS MISCHIEF has nothing but 1s across his three
races and GOING FOR GOLD makes the same claim over two races.
FEDERAL CASE, COME ON GERRY and GLADIATOR KING prefer to be
near the lead, but probably don’t have the legs to keep up past the ½
mile marker.
Distance/Surface Bias: Has been sort of a barbell in terms of running
styles with 53% of the 19 winners coming from off the pace; However,
six of the 19 winners went wire-to-wire.

CLOSERS:

Garter and Tie, Everfast, Harvey Wallbanger

Post Position Stats: Big advantage to the inside three posts during the
current meet with the rail winning at 26% and the first three posts at
44%.

THE PLAY
MAXIMUS MISCHIEF has a G2 win on his record and hasn’t been challenged yet; got a feeling he
has another gear. MIHOS probably has the best chance to take out our top pick if the early pace is
too fast. He’ll look to rate and run with his strong stretch strides. GARTER AND TIE has two wins,
two seconds and two thirds in seven Gulfstream races, safe to say he likes the track. FEDERAL CASE
is making his second start after a two-month layoff. Trainer Todd Pletcher win second starts at 24%.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER

WIN
PLACE
SHOW
WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

1-1
5/2
12-1
6-1
15-1
15-1

HORSE #

HORSE NAME

8
6
1
2
3
5

Maximus Mischief
Mihos
Garter and Tie
Federal Case
Epic Dreamer
Harvey Wallbanger

EXACTA:
1,2,6,8 Box

TRIFECTA:
8/1,2,3,6/1,2,3,6 and
1,2,3,6/8/1,2,3,6

